
Physics 590B
Vacuum generation and monitoring 



No matter how hard you pump - you cannot 
remove all gas molecules...









Typical UHV system

Ion gauge

Ion pump

RGA
(residual gas analyzer)

Really big UHV flange
Rotary seal

XYZ manipulator

Viewports

Electrical feedthru’s

TSP
(Titanium sublimation pump)

Rotary feedthru



Chambers

Stainless steel 304, 316:
easy to machine/weld
but transparent to  H2
p>10-11 Tr

Aluminum: 
fragile, expensive to make
but resistant to H2
p<10-14 Tr



Components



Kwik flange ISO KF



Large flange ISO KF



Conflat flange (CFF/Del Seal)



Wire seal for large diameters >16”



90o valves



Gate valves



Viewports



Electrical feedthru’s



Motion feedthru’s
Rotary Linear

Rotary
+Linear

Wobblestick



Sample manipulation



PUMPS





Roughing pumps

discharge at to atmospheric pressure

pumping speed 1-1000 cfm
ultimate pressure 1-10-3 Tr



manual Toepler

Venturi



Rotary Stokes pump



Rotary vane pumps





Oil trap



Dry piston pump



Dry scroll pump



Dry diaphragm pump



Dry screw pump



Blower/booster pump



Sorption pumps







Diffusion pumps
require rough pump backing:
~10-3 Tr 
require watercooling

speeds 100-50000 l/s
ultimate pressure <10-9 Tr



Jet ejector pumps



Langmuir condensation pump



Diffusion pumps (mercury or oil)





watch that roughing pump and cooling water ...



Molecular drag/turbomolecular 
pumps

require rough pump backing:
10-1 Tr for molecular
10-4 Tr for turbo
10-2 Tr for turbomolecular

speeds 50-5000 l/s
ultimate pressure <10-11 Tr
compression ratio ~ 109



Molecular drag pump

rough pump backing ~ 10-1 Tr



Turbo pump

rough pump backing ~ 10-4 Tr



Turbo pump

Molecular drag pump



Turbomolecular pump

rough pump backing ~ 10-2 Tr



Turbomolecular pumps



Maglev turbomolecular pump



Ion pumps

no need for continuous rough pumping
start-up pressure < 10-4 Tr 
speeds 50-5000 l/s
ultimate pressure <10-11 Tr
cannot handle continuous gas flow
lifetime ~50,000 hrs at 10-6 Tr
poor performance for nobel gases (burping)
super quiet, little maintenance 







Diode configuration



Triode configuration

improved performance for nobel gases and gas load





Titanium sublimation pumps
(TSP)

no need for continuous rough pumping
start-up pressure < 10-9 Tr 
speeds ~1000 l/s
ultimate pressure <10-12 Tr
cannot handle continuous gas flow
lifetime ~weeks at 10-11 Tr
super quiet, little maintenance 





Cryo pumps

no need for continuous rough pumping
start-up pressure ~ 10-4 Tr 
speeds 2000-50000 l/s
ultimate pressure <10-11 Tr
cannot handle continuous gas flow
e. g. Ar capacity ~6000 liters
H2 capacity ~ 46 liters
need to be regenerated frequently







Cold head

Gifford-McMahon
PT - pulsating tube





Vacuum gauges



Simple mechanical

good down to ~10 Tr, simple, inexpensive



Mechanical - capacitance gauge

good down to ~10-2 Tr



Heat transfer - Pirani gauge

good down to ~10-3 Tr



Heat transfer - thermocouple gauge

good down to ~10-4 Tr



Primary calibration - rotating ball gauge



Cold cathode gauge

good down to ~10-9 Tr



good down to ~10-12 Tr

Ion gauge



“Nude”  gaugeByard Alpert glass gauge



Residual gas analyzer (RGA)





Ion source and detector





Vacuum practice, tips etc.



real leaks
caused by cracks, bad seals, bad welds, 
material fatigue etc.

large and small are easy to detect

medium and very small may cause 
difficulties





virtual leaks
very difficult to detect

use good practice in design and construction





leak detection
first question: is there a leak - know your vacuum system



close pump and observe how pressure increases



oxygen

Small leak visible after bake ...



This is one way to do it...



This is another ....





Discharge method



Ethanol

Wet method



Outgassing
always occurs, unless whole system T<~15K

depends strongly on materials inside system

depends on inside surface treatment

increases minimum achievable pressure

can be remedied by baking

always keep vacuum parts clean (use CLEAN 
gloves and tools when touching vacuum parts)



gloved bottom scratchers can be detected....



degassing from contaminated gauge tube
(sandpaper was used after welding)







Bakeout
temporary increasing temperature of the system 
to desorb gases from the walls

necessary to achieve pressures lower than 10-9 Tr
the hotter the better (120-250 deg. C)

not to exceed max allowed temperature for 
components

temperature should be as uniform as possible

filament devices should be degassed



2 weeks of pumping after vent



cooldown after the bake



after bake and conditioning



UNITS







1 in = 2.54 cm = 25.4 mm
1 ft = 12 in

1 international mile = 5,280 feet=1,609.344 m
1 US survey mile = 5,280 feet=1,609.347219 m

1 nautical mile = 6,076 feet=1,852.00 m








